Introduction
This artlcle presents an overview of research in an area loosely called belZef reuisietL Belief revision concentrates; on the issue of revisin 8 systems of beliefs to reflect perceived changes in the environment or acqui.<.ition of new information.
In addition, belief revision research includes the study of rnetl~ods for representln 5 models of environments as collections of beliefs and the development of formal theories of belief. The bulk of the article consists of a descriptor-indexed bibliography of research addressin 8 these topics. Out" interdion is that this bibliography serve both Io introduce the interested reseercl~er to this literature, and to capture the current state of the field.
Towards this purpose, we be;sin with an overview o'~ belief revision research.
Besides more fully definin 5 what we mean by belief revisiorb the overview that follows also serves to define the descriptors used to classify the entrics of the boibliography. Descriptor terms appear boldfaced when they appear in the discuss;ion. We should point out that the cla.,;sification syst,~m is f~r from optirnah the descriptive catch;aries that we have selecte~ do not always permit very sharp c;i~;tinctions. The reader will do welt to check all reasonable calosor,es to find full coveraBe of some topic.
We have attempted to inclL,cle as many relevant works as possible, in particular all those in AI as well as major works in other fields. However, a topic as bro~d as belief revision~ drawing on the literatures of artificial irdellis~ence, logic, |Thee research was conducted m part at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the Mas~chu~etta [nehtute of Technol(,sy. Support for the Laboratory'~ artificial mli, lhsnnca research i8 provfdod in part by the Advanced ~eaearch ProtocOl AEency of the Department of Defaces unc,er Office of Naval Rat;earth contract number N000;4-75-C-0643, and in part by ~rSF 8rant MCS77-04828. J. D. also wishes to th;,nk the Fanma and John Hertz Found,arian for their support of e Eraduale fellowship 2Th,a research wag 8upporfed in l:arf by the Defenr, e Advanced Research Projects Agency contract DAHCZ5 72 C 0308. Views and conclusions in this report are the authorn', and shovkt nol be interpreted as ropresentinE the official opmmn or pohcy of DARPA, the U.!;. Governmeo|, or any other person ,)r agency connected with them. philosophy and psychology, m~kes full cc, vera[;e difficult. We hope that readers findin E, inaccuracies in this document will su~.e~t reclassifications or recon~mend additional entries to us.
Wilh such improvemenls, tee n~ay attempt a more Hlorough ..~urvey in a year's time or so. We susgest not u.';in6 this bibliography as a base for other compilations without checking all the references carefully.
Our purpo~;e was to make an informal guide to tl~e literature, and not to assure total inclu.~iveness or accuracy.
Finaily, we wish to thank all those people who were kind and helpful enough to respond to our inquiries. We hope we have justified their efforts.
Overview
Intelligence is often viewed as the ability to reason aboul and adapt to a changing env,ronmen\t. used to determine the causal effects of actions of physical mechanisms in an external environment?
The statement of the frame problem initiated research by a number of investigators and progress continues to be made on most of the problems mentioned above. As we will describe in more detail below, "defaults" and other non-monotonic inferences seem to answer (I) satisfactorily. In conjunction with data-dependency techniques they also answer (2) TO the extent that the belief revision problem is a subproblem of, or at least has a large overlap with the frame problem, the progress reported below and in the references on belief revision is also progress on the frame problem. The major techniques developed t 9 date (pattern-indexed databases,
context-layered databases, data-dependencies, non-monotonic logics, and formalized meta-theories) all seem promising and deserve further study. Many important problems have not been studied to any depth, and others await adequate formulation.
Some important topics include the efficiency of belief revision in large systems, the replacement of inference chains by computations, notions of cau~;ality, and the formulation of heuristic information for selecting particular inference rules.
Concepts of Belief Revi sion
We now turn from descrioin~ the general problems of maintaining8 models of changing, environments to outlining the proposed solutions to these problems discussed in the literature.
These ideas can be divided roughly into two categories, "irnplementational" and "theoretical", but such distinctions often break down when pressed. The concepts discussed below account for much of the work in the field and are used as the basis for many of the descriptors in the indexed bibliography.
Implementation-oriented ¢oncapt~
The implementationa] approaches to belief revision encompass the methods used in computer programs to overcome one or more of the problems enumerated earlier. This can be viewed as a simple term of learning from mistakes (see <7.3> and <7.5> The study of theory evolution is the mathematical analysis of the temporal evolution o{ sets of formulas, such as the successive sets of statements representing the beliefs of an a,sent. Whereas the situational calculus approach views the world as an object to which statements refer, the theory evolution approach views worlds as collections of statements. It provides a framework for phrasing questions about inference rules viewed as theory changes, whether monotonic or non-monotonic. One basic ~;,.=ch study is that of joint consistency or extension theorems, which study the relation between a consistent theory and its inconsistent extensions in order to characterize or localize the exa¢:t nature of the inconsistency.
Time theory of incomplete clatabases can be viewed as a restriction of time theory evolution area in which one studies an incomplete database of atomic ;tatements or relations. Typical concerns involve judging questions of possible or necessary truth of a statement in any extension or completion of time incomplete database, and whether the database can be made more succinct by moans of the closed umrLd c~ss~nzptie~, which assumes that any atomic r elalion not explicitly listed in the database is false.
Non-monotonic logics attempt to give a precise semantics to systems of non-monotonic inference rules. This is a tricky problem, for as $andewall pointed out [Sandewall 72 ], several distinct (and incompatible) sets of "theorems" may result from a single set of non-monotonic axioms and inference rules. These logics have been investigated both as modal logics and as ord;nary predicate logic with non-monotonic inference rules.
(See also conclusion theory <5.3>, for a related idea.)
Proof theory studies proofs a~; mathematical objects. A typical concern of much of the literature is whether proofs in one inferential system can be rewritten (possibly uniformly) into proofs in another (possibly s,mpler) inferential system. For example, long arguments frequently must be summarized, and this can be viewed as the rewriting of a long proof using "small" inference steps to a shorter proof using "larger" derived inference steps.
Meta-theory is a broad g, eneralization of the formal approach, incorporating proof theory, model theory, and language theory to study systems of languages, proofs and their models as mathematical objects. This approach has the power to formalize all of the approaches mentioned above.
Applications ot Belief Revision
Belief Closely related to this, the explanations also help a human (or computer) programmer in the debugging of procedures by tracing the records of the cornputation to find the procedures responsible for some unhappy result. These explanatiorqs might also help in causal analysis o~ beliefs and actions, althou~;h tlmis is yet largely unexplored. The issue is to identify causal relationships among actions and beliefs held by the system. The revision techniques allow c~'ude forms of hypothetical reasoning or perturbation analysis to determine the effects on the set of beliefs of a change in some particular belief. A final application is in the control of rei;sonir~, where belief revision and l0 explanation techniques are uses', to revise the set of goals when some are achieved (e.8., to ;,bandon the subgoals of an achieved ~oal), or when difficulties in e×ecution force replanning from failures (e.g., to abandon the portions of the plan made irrelevant by the failure).
Related l"op;cs and Fields
Finally, we mention some related topics and fields which touch on belief revision but which we do not consider in any detail.
For example, the psychological .,;ludy of human belief anti change of belief postulates mechanism,; not captured by the computer techniques discussed above. E.~istemology is an enormous field concerned in part with the justification of belief and the evaluation of the grounds for belief. [Friedman 791 [Gaine~; 76] Texas Instr~nents Incorporated, Dallas, is establishing a research activity in machine intelligence.
The group is charged with developing easy-to-use, sel f-explanatory systems for the personal computers of the mid-80's and beyond. ICAI systems for programming languages and consideration. Graphic, touch, voice, and keyboard devices will be utilized and natural language will be one of the interface message forms available to users of the future machines.
A1 so, for use within the company, the group is examining intelligent interactive aids to increase the productivity of designers.
